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Abstract- In our day to day life we read about the new techniques of cybersecurity attacks happening in the our
country it may be to obtain the private information or to know about the information of specified group of industries
network to cause them fall and lose power. Cyber-attacks in the IT sector or companies are unlimited. As a matter of
fact many corporate industries are using IOT which is used to connect and for the transfer of data from device to
another which is called as MACHINE TO MACHINE communication while transferring of the data cybersecurity
attacks are occurring so that the attacker can control and monitor the information. In this paper we have proposed
the Industrial automation using IOT by providing cybersecurity. The main purpose in this paper is to use IOT in
Industries by enabling data security and exchanging or transfer secured messages.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As we see the technology has been growing hastily and is used by industries to protect and secure the
information or the data .Cyber security acts as an important role in Industrial automation and control system. If
the cyber attacker hacks the system the loss of the industries or any organisation will be vast. The industrial
automation and control system is a field in which the Iot i.e., the internet of things which has numerous aids in
the present technology which supports processes and upkeep of self-governing cooperation amid the devices are
known to each other for information interchange to decrease manual work. The real-time information is
collected as of the huge amount of these unified corporeal hardware units could be recycled for evolving new
intellectual applications. Many problems will occur while processing new intellectual applications in providing
security and protecting the data, and the accessibility and dependability to fulfil the new framework of
technology, for specific field needs in Industrial automation and the control system.
Industrial automation is constantly mesmerizing. The new intellectual technology has been changing the world
of internet, the computing and solutions are which used by the industrial control system to operate the
applications through cloud by involving unswervingly or by circuitously to the internet. Many online internet
sites of customer centric solutions are converting to cloud centric solutions. The Industrial Control System
network results in enormous crimes, there are many industries which uses computing for data storage and
transfer which can be hacked and several tragedies takes place which will impact personally and professionally.
The security provided through Industrial Control System is used to secure the data in contradiction of
misfortunes or purposeful jeopardy. The security control over the Industrial Control System is limited so the
information will be lost and that data can be used illegally by the hacker or the attackers to right to use the
properties or the private data. The mechanisms of the native devices with the connection loss will become a
hazard for damage of the information, interruptions in the manufacturing and fabrication procedure, circulation
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fault and damagingly effect related units. In this project we are providing the encryption of the data and secure
exchange of the data takes place from one gateway to another that from the sever to the client.

II.Literature Review
In this part of the paper we discuss and examine the foremost reviews in the arena of industrial control system
and the security provided for the industrial automation. Earlier computers were designed; to accomplish
numerous tasks[2]. Every Industry in the world are using computers for automation purpose to reduce the work
load which is manually done, the applications are controlled and monitored by the humans. The Industrial
automation is done through the intellectual technologies in the past such as Bluetooth and radio frequency which
are used to communicate and control the data only for short distance[6][10]. The situations which are faced
through the industrial automation was monitored with the help of and cameras to reduce the workload for
humans implementation of Internet of things in the industries to monitor and inform the liable authority to take
the right measures it may take some time which will harm the properties and it’s a time takin process[5][9].
Industrial automation then further updated to the IOT but there are many security issues that are faced by the
industries[3]. The series of cyber security in Industrial Control System shows the security incidents during the
communication through software are more likely susceptible for the exploitation of the data[7]. The main
characteristics of this paper are to monitor and protect the transfer of the data or the information from one
machine to another machine[8]. The data analytics and computing of Information Control Systems, the safety is
quiet important concern[1]. To provide security it might cause great price to subordinate with the ruptures in the
real-time. The complexity of new malware attacks in the Industrial control systems, with no attacks, due to
which prevention and the detection of the cyber-attacks has become difficult[4]. In next section of the paper we
will discuss about the challenges that are faced and how to provide the protection and transfer of the data.

III Challenges in the Industrial Automation
Industrial automation extents in excess types of Industrial control systems. Industrial automation is done in
many different domains for the execution of the information of the applications, (i) the creation of the product
which is done in a step by step process i.e., stage by stage e.g., food production industries, pharma industries etc.
(ii) the process of continuous production done without any disruption e.g. Glass industries, paper industries etc.
(iii)different types of production happening in different sectors i.e., every single product is manufactured in
different units e.g., automobile industries etc.
The main purpose of the industrial automation:
1)
2)
3)
4)

It is to reduce the work load of the man power by episodic or physical inspection.
To increase in the production in short span of time.
Due to which there won’t be more energy or the power used cost of the productivity decreases.
The quality of the product which the manual manufacturing may not be good to automation will be
helpful in the improvement of production
5) Increase the Suppleness
6) It will be easily operated and it also increases the safety for the user.
Industrial sensors and applications have over all endured secure in arrears to their relative isolation from
enterprise IT, this is no more the case. Cybersecurity investors comprehend the conservative IT security
performs of network segmentation, firewalls and Security Information and Event Managers (SIEMs) must be
accompanied with technologies that bring real-time visibility and threat analysis to OT segments.
Three core capabilities that every operations manager and cybersecurity investor necessities to consider when
emerging an IT/OT cybersecurity approach. These capabilities comprise Real-time Perceptibility, Detection and
Remediation of the Threats.
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IV.Project design setup and execution
Securing the data:
In the field of Internet of Things (IoT) Millions of devices will be connected to internet through high capability
gateways which have the capability of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication with these legacy devices.
However, for the communication between these distinct devices and the gateway a protocol is necessary. As the
scale of deployment increases the data transferred by the legacy devices can be used in critical application.
These devices may be primitive and would not be having any security capabilities of their own to protect their
data from theft while it’s i.e. being transmitted. Hence there is need to give capability to the gateway device to
secure the data during transmission.
So, proposal is implement proof of the concepts in creating Trusted known environment between two devices or
two IoT gateways by following means
a.
b.
c.

Secure Channel
Data Security
Data Integrity

First the security must be established by using from Gateway1 to Gateway2 by using the algorithm by securing
and establishing the channel.
For Example, if gateway1 needs to direct delicate information to gateway2, and needs to be certain that only
gateway2 may be capable to recite it, gateway1 will encode the information with gateway2's Public Key.
Only gateway2 has right to use to the matching Private Key and as a consequence the individual with the ability
of decoding the encoded information to its actual form.As only gateway2 has right to use to the Private Key, it is
conceivable that only gateway2 can decode the encoded information. Even if unauthorised advances the right to
use to the encoded information, it will endure trustworthy as they would not have the right to use to gateway2's
Private Key.

Bootstrapping with the multiple keys is done to create a trustworthy environment to transfer the data from one
gateway to another gateway. Enabling to secure the communication channel for data integrity by using data
encryption and decryption. Then by securing the authentication to identify the right to use management to
provide the security and protecting of the data.
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Securing the data by using RSA and AES algorithms by the digital signature. Digital Signature is a procedure
that gives assurances that the matters of a communication have not been transformed during the transportation.
A digital signature provides the client a motive to trust that the communication was produced and directed by
the requested server. As it provides digital signature, the server cannot reject obligating the directed
communication. The Digital signature guarantees that the communication was not transformed during the
transportation.

Sensitive data transfer using digital signature

Build Automation:
First step for building the automation is to create the ANT based build environment to compile the program and
create the field deployable software components.
Then configuring the network such as the IP Address without rebuilding the application by the port numbers.

The logging mechanism system activities must be enabled which can be audited to find the state of the system
and it also helps in debugging the issues which are found during the development or during the run-time
environment.
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After the run-time that data security will be enabled and the transfer of the messages will be done securely. It
has the capability to run the same application both in windows and Linux platforms.

Iot security Server and the client Instance

V.Result
Now the establishment of the secure channel is done from the server to the client communication. In which with
the help of the port numbers the data will be secured in which the key exchange happens from server to client
which will be the encrypted information.

Communication establishment between client and server

Above is the screen shot of Log Message screen depicts the communication established between client and
Server and security keys has been exchanged successfully.The transfer of the message from the server to client
gateway and the data that is being transferred from the client to server or from server to the client has been
encrypted.
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Secure Exchange of message

The above Log Message screen depicts the secure messages exchanging between client and Server and security
keys has been exchanged successfully. The data that has been encrypted is securely decrypted between the client
and the server.
VI.Conclusion
In this project it is to conclude that the paper guarantees the cyber security and offer useful concept of the cyberattacks in the industrial automation done by the controlling and monitoring of the information. The process that
is used in the paper is used to reduce the problems that occur during the communication between two gateways.
The information will be evaluated by using the enhanced procedures and algorithms for guarding the significant
communication channels and the links.
VII.Proposed Future scope
1) Exploration of ETSI Security Standards.
2) Bootstrapping with Multiple Keys between Multi-Client and One-Server.
3) Exploration of Various security Algorithms
4) Profiling on each algorithm performance
5) CA Certification Integration
6) Encrypted Software download over secure channel
7) One M2M Open source gateway
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